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Halti is for active people who appreciate the outdoors. Nordic nature teaches and inspires us to create cloth-
ing, shoes and gear that withstand time and wear. With over 45 years of experience, we design products 
for all seasons, for the most demanding conditions, and for those who appreciate perfect functionality and 
sustainability. We exist to inspire everyone to find their own way to enjoy outdoors.

We’re deeply committed to the well-being of our communities and the planet. Our “Think Ahead” sustain-
ability program drives our practices. We’re a Bluesign® system partner, ensuring compliance with stringent 
substance standards. Every Halti factory undergoes Amfori BSCI audits, guaranteeing fair working conditions. 
We prioritize renewable and recycled materials, modern dyeing methods, and use state-of-the-art 3D software 
to reduce waste and emissions. Our own operations in Finland received the WWF Green Office certificate 
and we are committed to the global Science Based Targets initiative to reduce our emissions throughout our 
entire value chain.

We are proud to introduce our AW2425 Apparel Collection, featuring Outdoor, Insulations, Midlayers, Kallio® 
Urban Techwear, Active Sport, Cross Country, Skiwear, Ski Touring, Baselayers, and Accessories. Explore these 
new styles for your next outdoor adventure. Halti has you covered.

Breathe the outdoors,

CEO Aki Kuusilehto
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WE EXIST TO CONNECT 
PEOPLE WITH NATURE.
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Over the past 40 years we’ve equipped and sponsored many 
of the world’s top athletes across all of our product categories. 

From the elite in various Alpine and Nordic winter sports, 
to adventure racers and outdoor professionals. 

4041 0955
Painotuote

YMPÄRISTÖMERKKI

MILJÖMÄRKT
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Halti's sustainable 
development 
programme

Our generation has always taken our clean nature as a given. We at Halti have set our sights far into the 
future and we are doing all we can so that later generations can enjoy it like we have. All of Halti’s opera-
tions are based on respecting the environment and other people. After all, our products are designed for 
outdoor life and sports. 

With Think Ahead, our sustainable development programme, we take responsibility for our social, envi-
ronmental and financial footprints. We have much work ahead of us, but we are continuously trying to do 
better – in every phase of the product lifecycle. We think ahead!

Environmental responsibility
• We design and manufacture durable and timeless products with the design philosophy of considering the environmental 

effects of the whole product life cycle.

• We are a bluesign® system partner and demand that both our new and existing bluesign® subcontractors comply with 
the detailed bluesign® restricted substance list.

• Our products are made in compliance with the REACH regulations, which protect people and the environment from 
harmful chemicals.

• We only accept RDS down to avoid do the unethical treatment of animals such as forced feeding, the plucking of living 
birds, or mulesing method in wool production. We do not use real fur in our products.

• We use 3D design program, which optimizes the design process.

• Our DWR is PFAS-Free.

• Our Head Office follows WWF Green Office environmental management system to which WWF Finland has awarded 
the Green Office label on 25.1.2022. 

• We have launched Halti 2nd Round- concept with Repair and Resale and Donate- to promote and support our clients 
with circularity.

Corporate social responsibility
• Our products are made in socially and ethically acceptable conditions.
• Since 2010, our procurement operations have been guided by our membership of the Business Social Compliance 

Initiative (amfori BSCI), which guarantees fair working conditions and safeguards the rights of our subcontractors’ 
workers. 100% of our clothing and shoe factories are BSCI-audited.

• As a member of amfori BSCI, we actively exert our influence to promote economically, socially and ecologically 
responsible operations and maintain our awareness of these issues.

• As a member of the EOG and SOG, we take part in sustainable development projects in our industry and obtain first-
hand information about matters relevant to our sector.

Our future aim
Since 2010, sustainable development has been an important element of Halti’s business strategy. A lot has been done 
already, but we are continuously improving our activities and will continue to aim high. These are our concrete targets 
in the near future:

• We have made a Science Based Targets commitment and our target is to reduce our emissions by 50% by 2030 and 
reach Net Zero by 2050

• We continue to increase the use of recycled materials in our products.
• We continue to increase the use of bluesign materials in our products.
• We aim to use only recycled/recyclable or renewable packaging materials.
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Halti hiking shoes are tailored for exceptional comfort and performance. Our comprehensive 
line of hiking shoes is thoughtfully engineered to excel in various challenging terrains, boasting 
high-traction rubber outsoles and torsion support. Choose from a wide array of styles and 
performance levels, including lightweight, breathable textile shoes and durable, supportive 
leather boots. The ruggedness of the terrain and the demands of the journey dictate the 
necessity for robust footwear.

HIKING
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We don’t let adverse weather conditions stop us; we live off it. Halti outdoor shoes are your 
dependable choice for all-weather performance, catering to a broad audience. These versatile 
outdoor shoes are meticulously crafted for a wide range of outdoor activities and recreational 
pursuits, including camping, hiking, cycling, and more—whenever weather protection is 
paramount. Each shoe features DrymaxX® waterproof construction and a multi-purpose rubber 
outsole engineered for wet and uneven surfaces.

OUTDOOR
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Halti’s Urban outdoor shoe collection consists of multifunctional hybrid sneakers. These shoes 
excel in a variety of environments, making them ideal for short hikes in challenging terrains, 
speed trekking, trail running, and urban adventures, perfectly suiting the active lifestyle of our 
customers. They offer a combination of lightweight design, comfort, and sustainability, making 
them the top choice for the new generation of outdoor enthusiasts.
In the Fall/Winter season, many of our styles are enhanced with DrymaxX® construction, 
ensuring our customers to maintain their training and walking routines, even when the weather 
takes a turn.

URBAN
OUTDOOR
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Halti winter boots are crafted to thrive in the harsh Scandinavian winter, conquering snow, slush, 
ice, and all the challenges these conditions bring. These winter boots empower their wearer to 
maintain active outdoor lifestyle, even in sub-zero circumstances. Every style features DrymaxX® 
construction coupled with a warm textile lining because keeping feet dry is fundamental to 
preserving warmth. The Halti GripmaxX Arctic outsole is purposefully engineered for snow and 
slush surfaces, boasting a high-profile sole pattern on a durable rubber outsole, along with a 
thick Phylon midsole.

WINTER
LIFESTYLE
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This collection offers a variety of shoes that share a common last and Michelin outsole, 
catering to diverse needs. From low-cut textile shoes to leather boots, they feature a DrymaxX® 
waterproof membrane and construction, making them suitable for active outdoor use despite 
their casual look. These shoes provide a safe alternative to spiked footwear when steady grip 
is required. The Michelin sole’s ice control technology delivers exceptional traction on slippery 
surfaces, akin to car winter tires, with a self-cleaning, multidirectional pattern for effectiveness 
on various terrains.

MICHELIN
ICE CONTROL
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Halti’s Spike Shoes collection is designed to conquer the harshest winter conditions.
When navigating wet, icy roads, spike shoes offer the safest choice for both walks and runs. 
Halti’s GripmaxX Spike outsole features durable rubber with 17 strategically embedded carbon 
steel spikes, delivering unparalleled grip on icy terrain. Halti presents an extensive range of spike 
shoes to cater to diverse customer preferences and needs. Whether it’s low or mid-cut styles, 
with laces or zippers, there’s a perfect option for everyone. All our spike shoes are equipped 
with a waterproof DrymaxX® membrane and sock construction. 

SPIKE SHOES
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Halti kids’ shoes are designed for effortless use, as well as easy maintenance. It’s essential that 
even children as young as 3 years old can independently put on their shoes. To ensure this, all 
our kids’ shoes feature either Velcro closures, elastic laces, or a combination of both. For older 
kids, emphasis is on fastening and safety, especially in situations like climbing where traditional 
laces might come undone. Additionally, all our fall/winter shoes are waterproof because we 
believe that the weather should never hinder outdoor play. The inclusion of reflective details 
enhances visibility and safety during darkening evenings.

KIDS
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WATERPROOF. WINDPROOF.
BREATHABLE. TESTED.

Products with the DrymaxX® logo have 
been designed for extreme conditions. 

They provide protection and comfort even 
in rain, wind and snow. They offer high per-

formance thanks to a combination of the 
DrymaxX® material and the product’s struc-

tural properties. DrymaxX® is a material 
featuring a membrane that prevents water 
from penetrating the material but permits 

vaporised body moisture out.

DrymaxX® structure in footwear
Halti DrymaxX® shoes include a water-resistant, 

breathable and sock-like DrymaxX® structure. 
The DrymaxX® membrane is laminated in the 

lining fabric and its seams are taped. The 
outermost layer is selected according to the 

purpose of use. 

WIND AND WATER

SURFACE FABRIC

LINING FABRIC

DRYMAXX® 
MEMBRANE

VAPOUR
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Softshell Softshell is tradename for soft smooth water repellent textile. All softshell used in Halti 
footwear is made of recycled polyester from PET bottles.

X-stretch X-stretch is four-way stretching special knit, in sock construction, for perfect seamless fit.

360 vision 360 vision means that upper is in large part made of high visual, reflective or glowing ma-
terial, visible to several directions. 

Vegan 
leather

Vegan leather is synthetic leather, made from recycled PU in water-based technology. It feels 
and looks like real leather, but is more sustainable.

DrymaxX® DrymaxX® membrane is made of 100% PU without any form of fluorocarbons. Membrane 
is laminated to lining material of footwear. Membrane’s function is based on osmosis and 
nanofiltering. Best practice is to use it with moisture wicking mesh lining, and technical 
socks (not cotton or wool). All DrymaxX® shoes are waterproof with same construction, not 
measured by water-pillars.

BoomaxX BoomaxX is special granular form of PU, that makes very flexible and high energy return 
midsole material. It’s more responsive and softer, and it doesn’t lose its form and function 
within time. It is same as Boost Technology developed by BASF for Adidas originally.

Freelock 
System™ 

Freelock System™ is South Korean speed-lacing system. It is very easy to grasp – just turn 
the disc either right or left, weather you need to tighten or loosen the fit. On top of being 
easy and quick to do with one hand, it is also safety feature, as these laces don’t come loose 
in middle of activity! We also offer 2 years guarantee for lace system. 

Memory 
foam 

Memory foam is visco-elastic PU that was originally developed by NASA for space use. It is 
naturally antibacterial, as it is same time very airy and soft, and so dense that bacteria don’t 
live on it. Memory foam reacts to temperature, and takes shape of an object, forming sup-
portive cushioning in just right shape. It is used commonly in footbeds and insoles to give 
extra softness and personalized comfort and support.

SUSTAINABILITY: 

• All shoes are made with vetted, Amfori audited partners.
• All shoes are PFOA and FC free
• No animal-based products are used in the production process, apart from obvious leather in leather shoes. 
• Recycled textiles, EVA and rubber are used whenever possible, and water-based synthetics used always. 

The product contains standardized responsible down (RDS) or recycled down.

The product is PFC free.

The product contains certified bluesign® approved material.

The product contains organic cotton.

The product is designed and manufactured by the principals of circular economy.

The product contains recycled material.

This product is crafted from a single material and is fully recyclable after its lifetime.

Materials of the product are biodegradable.

The product is made from renewable materials.

TECHNOLOGIES AND 
SUSTAINABILITY SYMBOLS
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GRIPMAXX
OUTSOLES

GripmaxX 
Anti-slip

GripmaxX Anti-slip sole unit combines shock absorbing Phylon midsole, and rubber outsole. 
Tread is designed for general outdoor activities in changeable weather and surface. Groo-
ves on sole steer water away, avoiding slipping on wet surfaces. Rubber compound is semi 
soft, giving better grip on hard terrain, and hard arch support to prevent torsion. GripmaxX 
Anti-slip shoes have generous fitting. 

GripmaxX 
Hiker

GripmaxX Hiker sole unit is designed for uneven and loose terrain. Thick phylon midsole 
is flexible and shock absorbing. Rubber outsole has two different compounds; harder and 
more durable on toe and heel part, where more abrasion resistance is needed, and softer 
compound on center part for excellent grip. Torsion support in middle keeps steps steady. 
Lateral grooves on ball of the sole makes it flexible and comfortable in use. GripmaxX Hiker 
sole is developed on Halti’s new last development, with excellent fit designed for hiking. 

GripmaxX 
Off-road

GripmaxX Off-road sole unit is designed and developed for Halti by Michelin. Michelin Soles 
is known for superior rubber compounds and design for purpose. Off-road is designed for 
trails and hiking in challenging terrain, with four-way traction tread and self-cleaning lugs. 
Rubber compound used in Off-road is super durable, which means it can be thinner than 
in traditional hiking boots, and therefore lighter. Last and midsole are same as in GripmaxX 
Hiker.

GripmaxX 
Arctic

GripmaxX Arctic sole unit consist of thick Phylon midsole for lightness and flexibility, and 
grippy rubber outsole with high profile lugs, designed for snow and slush. Chevron shape 
lugs also give good grip on trails. GripmaxX Arctic shoes have very generous fitting, allowing 
toes to wiggle and space for thicker socks when needed.

GripmaxX 
Ice contro

GripmaxX Ice control sole unit is designed and developed for Halti by Michelin. Michelin 
Soles is known for special friction rubber, also used in car winter tires. The tread of sole is 
also inspired by tires, giving the best possible grip on slippery surfaces without spikes. Mid-
sole is shock absorbing Phylon, and shoes have generous fit with plenty of room for toes.

GripmaxX 
Spike

GripmaxX Spike sole unit combines light Phylon midsole, durable four-way traction rubber 
sole, and 17 carbon steel spikes for ultimate grip on icy roads. Spikes are embedded to 
rubber sole during molding and placed strategically for best possible grip and function.



HALTI GRIPMAXX ANTI-SLIP

HALTI GRIPMAXX HIKER

HALTI MICHELIN OFF-ROAD

HALTI GRIPMAXX ARCTIC

HALTI GRIPMAXX ICE CONTROL

HALTI GRIPMAXX SPIKE



ADULTS

EUR 36 37 37,5 38 39 39,5 40 41 42 43 43,5 44 44,5 45

UK 3,5 4 4,5 5 5,5 6 7 7,5 8 8,5 9 9,5 9,5 10,5

US W 5,5 6 6,5 7 7,5 8 8,5 9 9,5

US M 6 6,5 7 7,5 8 8,5 9 9,5 10 10,5 11
Pohjallisen 
pituus (cm) 23,0 23,7 24,3 25,0 25,7 26,3 27,0 27,7 27,7 28,3 28,3 29,0

ADULTS

EUR 45,5 46 46,5 47 48 49

UK 11 11,5 12 12,5 13

US W

US M 11,5 12 12,5 13 13,5 14
Pohjallisen 
pituus (cm) 29,0 29,7 29,7 30,3 30,3 30,3

KIDS

EUR 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37

UK 7 7,5 8,5 9 10 11 12 12,5 13 1 2 3 3,5 4

US 8,5 9 9,5 10 11 112 13 13,5 1 2 3 3,5 4,5 5
Pohjallisen 
pituus (cm) 15,3 16,0 16,7 17,3 18,0 18,7 19,3 20,0 20,7 21,3 22,0 22,7 23,0 23,7

KIDS

EUR 37,5 38 3 39,5 40

UK 4,5 5 5,5 6 7

US 5,5 6 7
Pohjallisen 
pituus (cm) 23,7 24,3 25,0 25,0 25,0

MEASUREMENTS
FOR HALTI FOOTWEAR
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Halti Headquarters

Postiosoite/Post address
Halti Oy, P.O.Box 100

FI-01151 Söderkulla, Finland

Käyntiosoite/Visit address
Halti Oy, Massbyntie 101

01150 Söderkulla

Tel: +358 9 8520 81
Fax: +358 9 8520 8300

www.halti.com, halti@halti.com
www.facebook.com/haltiworld
www.instagram.com/haltiworld


